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ASUS NUC 12 RNUC12WSKI500000I

Brand : ASUS Product family: NUC 12 Product code: 90AR00D1-
M00040

Product name :
RNUC12WSKI500000I

- 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3 processors or Intel vPro® Enterprise with 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7/i5
processors
- Intel® Iris® Xe graphics
- Up to 64 GB dual-channel DDR4-3200 SODIMMs
- M.2 22x80 key M slot for PCIe x4 Gen 4 NVMe SSD
- M.2 22x42 key B slot for PCIe x1 Gen 3, USB 3.2 Gen 2, USB 2.0, and SATA SSD expandability
- Support in tall chassis for third SSD with 2.5” drive capability (up to 15mm tall)
NUC 12 Pro Kit, Intel Core i5-1240P, Up to 64 GB dual-channel DDR4-3200 SODIMMs
ASUS NUC 12 RNUC12WSKI500000I
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